DRAGONS FOR RIDING
This document presents a short encounter meant to reward the players (levels
6-8) with dragon mounts. This page describes the encounter, then a set of
dragons is presented and a one-page summary of dragon-riding for the players. This is a
rules summary for players only; the full rules in the 13th age monthly magazine will make the GM’s job
much easier and enhance the fun.

Encounter
Background: Years ago, a wizard performed magical experimentation on people in his lair, and over the
years their magically-destroyed souls formed Dybbuks. Unlike most Dybbuks, who prefer solitary
existence, these based together in their hatred of the wizard until their were enough of them to overthrow
and kill him. The wizard’s lair became abandoned, but his spells of entrapment kept the dybbuks
contained.
Years later a family group of blue dragons heard about this location and decided to loot it for the magical
treasure it surely contained (yes, dragon adventurers!), but they were possessed by the dybbuks and their
spell-canceling abilities enabled the dybbuks to flee. They now rest in a nearby ruin (or location of the
GM’s choice) planning what to do now.
But the dragons have powerful friends, and the Blue has found out what has happened and sends a
representative to the nearest group of powerful adversaries (the PCs!) with a deal — free the dragons from
the grip of the dybbuks, and you may choose a mount to serve you for 13 months and 13 days!
Action: Each dragon has been possessed by a parasitic dybbuk (see 13th Age Bestiary). In addition to
their normal details, they have an additional power for either of their standard attacks: on a roll of 2-3,
instead of making a dybbuk attack, use a blue dragon breath or claw attack as it makes the host do its will.
When the dybbuks is killed, it instead leaks out of the host (which falls unconscious) and becomes an
ethereal dybbuk, following those rules as normal.
Special mastery modifier: Keep track of the possessed dragons by name. A dragon which has been
released from possession is grateful to the player who freed it, which lowers the DC for mastery for that
player and that dragon by 2.
Possible tactics and encounter variants:

‣ Have the dybbuks shapechange into a small, stealthy form (DC20 to spot, each success or +5 over
the DC spots an additional one) and only change back when combat starts.

‣ Divide them into two groups and roll initiate separately for them; the dybbuks keep the same
initiative when they become ethereal.

‣ Each time a dybbuk becomes ethereal, lower the escalation dice (for a more drawn-out fight)
‣ The Blue sends a set of three holy oils as part of the deal, which will make weapons holy for an
encounter

CAYDRANTH
Fast and sneaky; grins a lot; likes to wait for a good
opportunity to attack

Initiative: +13;
AC 25; PD 22; MD 22; HP 260
Vulnerable to force; Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Dex, Strength or Charisma (DC 30)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.
Whipping tail—When an enemy engaged with
the dragon rolls a natural 1 or 2 with an attack
roll, the dragon can make an opportunity
attack against that creature as a free action.
The attack is set up by the dragon’s whipping
tail but delivered by the dragon’s usual melee
attack.

TAMENTH
Aggressive, but bears permanent injuries; has several scars
and lacks endurance

Initiative: +16;
AC 25; PD 22; MD 22; HP 180
Vulnerable to force; Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Strength or Charisma (DC 30)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.
Raw power: Until it is staggered, the dragon
rolls 2d20 with its melee attacks and uses the
higher roll.

ITH
Calm and quiet; when it attacks it is with an almost
dispassionate aura

Initiative: +13;
AC 25; PD 22; MD 22; HP 260
Vulnerable to force; Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Strength or Charisma (DC 30)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.
True seeing—The dragon is immune to
invisibility and ignores any illusions.

KALURTH
Constantly crackles with electricity in an alarming fashion

Initiative: +13;
AC 25; PD 22; MD 22; HP 240
Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Strength or Charisma (DC 30)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.
Damage aura—When an enemy starts its turn
engaged with the dragon, it takes 16 points of
lightning damage.

TYRATH
The runt of the group. Significantly smaller and seems
somewhat cowed

Initiative: +16;
AC 25; PD 25; MD 22; HP 160
Vulnerable to force; Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Strength or Charisma (DC 25)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.

QUOLOTH
Likes to be in the lead; a noble-looking creature

Initiative: +13;
AC 25; PD 22; MD 25; HP 280
Vulnerable to force; Resist lightning 16+
Mastery: Intelligence or Charisma (DC 30)
Double claws +12 vs. AC
(2 attacks)—15 damage Natural even hit or miss:
The dragon can make a bite attack as a free
action.
[Special trigger] Bite +12 vs. AC — 20 damage,
and 2d10 lightning damage
Lightning breath +12 vs. PD
(1d3 nearby or far away enemies)— 40
lightning damage
Natural even hit: The target is dazed (save ends)
Intermittent breath: It can use lightning breath 1d6
times per battle, but never two turns in a row.
Counter-spell: When an enemy targets the blue
dragon with a spell, the dragon can roll a save;
success means the spell has no effect on the
dragon. If the level of the spell is lower than
the dragon’s level, it’s a normal save (11+).
Against an equal or higher-level spell, the save
is a hard save (16+). If the dragon is staggered,
the save target increases by +5.

DRAGONRIDING
You and your mount take your turns at the same time, interspersing actions as you like between
the two of you. Determine your initiative bonus by averaging your initiative bonus and your
mount’s initiative bonus. Your mount does most of the moving for you and determines whom you’re
engaged with. You’re considered to be engaged with anyone your mount is engaged with. Your personal
bonuses to disengage checks don’t do you much good when you’re mounted because it’s your mount that
is doing the actual moving. When you and your dragon get to make an opportunity attack, you can
use either your own normal opportunity attack or the dragon’s melee attack. If you decide to heal your
mount, it has a single recovery that can heal 25% or so of its hit points.
Technically, both you and your mount get your full complement of actions in a round. But only
technically, since you’re both going to spend an action to keep the rider/mount dynamic operating.:
The rider: You burn your move action to ride your mount.
Your dragon mount: Your dragon burns a quick action just dealing with having you as a rider

Rider Control: The Mastery Mechanic
When you roll initiative while mounted (or when you use a move action to vault atop your dragon), you
gain mastery of your mount. So long as you have mastery, you and your mount are likely to fight better
and be capable of a couple special actions you can’t ordinarily use. Each time you or your mount perform
an action that requires mastery, you have to make a dragon riding skill check to maintain mastery (this is
an ability check against a fixed DC; each dragon is different). While you have mastery over your mount,
here are the ways you can use it.
Mounted attack: The first time your dragon attacks each turn (except for opportunity attacks), you must
roll a dragon riding check to maintain mastery. You don’t have to make multiple checks if your dragon
attacks multiple times in the same turn or if it manages to trigger a special attack with one of its
natural attack rolls.
Mounted defense: If you or your mount are the target of an attack that is not also targeting the other
member of the partnership, you can spend a free action once per round to switch the target from rider
to mount or from mount to rider.
Mounted special ability: Passive abilities don’t require a mastery check. But when you use a dragon’s
special ability that costs the dragon an action, even if it’s a free action, that action requires mastery.
Regaining Mastery
If you lose mastery, there are two ways to regain it. One is easy but costly. The other is dicier.
Standard mastery: Spend a standard action to regain mastery. No dragon riding skill check necessary.
Quick mastery: Spend a quick action (once per round) and roll a hard save (16+). If you succeed, you
regain mastery. If you fail, you lose the action and don’t gain mastery.
Champion Feat: You gain a +3 bonus to your dragon riding skill checks. In addition, when
your dragon attacks and scores a critical hit, you keep mastery automatically.
Epic Feat: Movement and location-based effects that would ordinarily only affect you, like
a teleport spell (or power) or the rogue’s shadow walk, may also be able to affect your
dragon mount, depending on whether you and the GM can agree on the sanity of the
effect. The effect counts as a free-action use of mastery, so you’ll have to roll a skill check
to maintain mastery after executing the stunt.

